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	Bear Market Investing Strategies (Wiley Trading), 9780470847022 (0470847026), John Wiley & Sons, 2002
"The first investment book I ever read - in the late 1960s - was Harry Schultz's Bear Markets. After watching the late 1990s lunacy and inevitable fallout, I feel every market student and investor should read a great book on bear markets and thus become wise through the printed word not later through painful disillusion. To the rescue at the right time again comes Harry's new take on the subject, Bear Market Investing Strategies. Full of wisdom and practical advice, this book is an utter necessity for anyone who wants to learn how to make money in all market trends, not just rising ones." —Robert R. Prechter, Jr., President, Elliott Wave International
"Harry Schultz probably has more bear market experience than anyone...and plenty of experience in pseudo-bull markets too. Now, he's come up with a book that can be very important for investors at this awkward stage of the world economy and market. Buy the bookÂ…it could save you a lot of money." —Bill Bonner, Daily Reckoning Newsletter and market analyst      

"Harry is a worldwide respected guru and market analyst. A major character in my novel, The Moneychangers, was based on Harry. His new street-smart book is the right medicine for this market. From this long-time admirer, I hope his latest investment wisdom will find the large audience it deserves." —Arthur Hailey      

"Harry has come up with what people NEED most at this awkward stage of the world economy and markets. This book covers a variety of advices to help you make the right decisions. Who could ask for more?" —Jim Sinclair, Ex-NY market marker, Chairman, Tan Range Resources      

"Harry Schultz's 1964 Bear Market book was a guiding light that helped me (at Rothschild Bank) to travel successfully through the long bear markets of the 1970s. This new book is coming out again at exactly the right time to protect investors in the extremely dangerous bear markets at hand, which look to become worse than the '70s. Harry Schultz as accumulated another 40 years of invaluable experience since his first bear markets book. Having followed Harry Schultz for 38 years, I can only say this new book is worth a fortune." —Ferdinand Lips, author, ex-Chairman Bank Lips, Zurich, Switzerland      

"Harry Schultz is one of the most experienced and canny traders ever. The keys to his success: he really knows how to read price charts, and his healthy skepticism lets him see through market spin and fad theories, which abound, especially in late-stage super-cycle bull markets. As the latest of these generational upswings for stocks ended in 1999/2000, Harry's new book could not be more timely for investors who wish to profit in a changed environment." —David Fuller, Global Strategist, Stockcube Research Ltd.      

"Harry's understanding of global financial and political developments is second to none. His analysis of investment markets is brilliant and his common-sense insights on subjects from A to Z are unbeatable." —Don McAlvany, The McAlvany Intelligence Advisor
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Intermediate AccountingSouth-Western College, 2009


	From the smallest mom-and-pop retailer to the largest multinational corporation, businesses

	of all sizes are recognizing that accounting professionals are no longer simply

	“number crunchers” but rather essential partners in achieving the fundamental goals

	of their organization.

	Study the central activities of a...


		

Python 2.6 Text Processing Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	The Python Text Processing Beginner's Guide is intended to provide a gentle, hands-on
	introduction to processing, understanding, and generating textual data using the Python
	programming language. Care is taken to ensure the content is example-driven, while still
	providing enough background information to allow for a solid...


		

Algorithms of the Intelligent WebManning Publications, 2009
Web 2.0 applications provide a rich user experience, but the parts you can't see  are just as important-and impressive. They use powerful techniques to process  information intelligently and offer features based on patterns and relationships  in data. Algorithms of the Intelligent Web shows readers how to use the same  techniques employed by...




	

From COBOL to OOP (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Software Engineering and Programming)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Driven by the year-2000 problem, the hordes of COBOL developers experienced a renaissance, but the times when COBOL was state-of-the-art are long gone. Object-orientation, application servers, web front-ends, and relational database systems dominate the scene for new projects today. The fact remains however, that millions of lines of source code...


		

Perl 6 EssentialsO'Reilly, 2003
Perl 6 Essentials is the first book  that offers a peek into the next major version of the Perl  language. Written by members of the Perl 6 core development  team, the book covers the development not only of Perl 6  syntax but also Parrot, the language-independent interpreter  developed as part of the Perl 6 design...

		

Photoshop CS3 for Forensics Professionals: A Complete Digital Imaging Course for InvestigatorsSybex, 2007
The First Practical Guide to the Use of Photoshop in Forensics Investigations   

   This timely book is the first to take the forensic use of digital imaging out of the classroom and into the real world for law enforcement, legal, and other forensics professionals. How do you show the exact position or...
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